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Registration

Registration is at Guisborough Rugby Club 

NZ 617155, on Belmangate.



Start

The race starts on Belmangate, NZ 618154

and you follow the road, towards the hills.



Gate (0.48 km)

Go through the gate at NZ 620150

Follow the track ascending, towards the hills.



Gate (0.66 km)

Go through the gate at NZ 622148

turn right and follow the track.



Gate (0.66 km)

After going through the gate at NZ 622148

turn right and follow the track.



Track merger from left (0.98 km) 

Follow the track ahead after merger of track 

from left at NZ 621147.



(1 km)



Path into dense woods (1.16 km)

Follow the track leading into the woods ahead 

at NZ 620145, as main path swings right 

downhill.



Ascent through Spring Woods (1.20 km)

Follow the ascending track leading up through 

the woods.



Ascent through Spring Woods (1.21 km)

Keep to left hand steeply ascending track, 

leading up through the woods.



End of Ascent (1.57 km)

Turn left at the end of the ascending track, 

and head for the footpath sign close by. 



Track on Cleveland Way (1.57 km)

At the footpath sign, turn right and keep to the 

ascending path.



Footpath sign (1.82 km)

At the footpath sign at NZ 616139, turn left and 

head for the gate ahead.



Gate  

Checkpoint 1 (1.94 km)

Pass through the gate at NZ 616138.



After Gate  - Checkpoint 1 (1.94 km)

Head straight out onto Gisborough Moor 

on the track with Sleddale in the distance to 

your left.



Merge with path (2.76 km)

Merge with the main path at NZ 615129, heading

out onto Gisborough Moor with Sleddale in the 

distance to your left.



(3 km)



Gate (3.29 km)

Pass through the gate at NZ 616126, keeping 

on the path.



Gate (3.80 km)

Pass by Sleddale farm at NZ 618120, keeping 

on the path.



Path (4.1 km)

Follow the path as it goes through a hairpin bend 

at NZ 615118.



Percy Cross Rigg

Checkpoint 2 (4.80 km)

Turn right  at NZ 613113 and follow the road.



(5 km)



Lonsdale Plantation Gate 

Checkpoint 3 (5.68 km)

Turn left at the gate NZ 606118 and follow 

the path downhill into Lonsdale.



Gate (5.86 km)

Go through the gate at NZ 607117 and follow 

the path downhill into Lonsdale.



(6 km)

Take care following the path downhill into 

Lonsdale.



Track merger from left (6.30 km) 

Keep to the track ahead after merger of track 

from left at NZ 606112.



Gate before Oak Tree Farm (6.45 km) 

Go through the gate at NZ 606111 and follow 

the path leading uphill into Plant End Plantation.



Ascent through Woods (6.70 km)

Follow the ascending road leading up through 

the woods.



Approaching Checkpoint 4 (7 km)

At the entrance to Coate Moor Plantation (NZ 

605105), turn right.



Entrance to Coate Moor Plantation 

Checkpoint 4 (7.20 km)

After turning right at the entrance to Coate

Moor Plantation (NZ 605105), follow the track

through the woods.



Path into dense woods (7.50 km)

At the footpath sign (NZ 603103), follow the 

left hand track, leading into the woods.



(8 km)



Gate (8.22 km)

Pass through the gate at NZ 596103, and follow 

the track, leading through the woods.



Steps (8.50 km)

Keep to the stone path at NZ 594102 ascending 

upwards which eventually emerges out onto 

Easby Moor and Captain Cook’s Monument.



Captain Cook’s Monument

Checkpoint 5 (8.90 km)

Keep to the path close to Captain Cook’s 

Monument at NZ 590101.



Captain Cook’s Monument

Checkpoint 5 (8.90 km)

After passing Captain Cook’s Monument turn 

right and head down Cockshaw Hill on the 

stone path.



(9 km)



Gate (9.70 km)

Head down Cockshaw Hill on the path and go

through the gate at Gribdale (NZ 592110).



Drinks Station (9.75 km)

The drinks station is at Gribdale Gate car park 

(NZ 592110).Go across the road, and begin 

ascending the steps towards Great Ayton Moor. 



Steps at Gribdale (9.80 km)

Ascend the steps towards Great Ayton Moor.



(10 km)



(11 km)



Little Roseberry Gate 

Checkpoint 6 (11.75 km)

Go through Little Roseberry Gate at NZ 588127,

descending to Roseberry Common on the main 

footpath, heading towards Roseberry Topping.



(12 km)



Roseberry Topping Climb (12.38 km)

After crossing Roseberry Common, begin the 

ascent of Roseberry Topping.using the stone 

path at NZ 583127



Roseberry Topping  

Checkpoint 7 (12.75 km)

Touch the Trig point on Roseberry Topping at 

NZ 579126, return the way you came up for a 

very short distance before beginning the 

descent.



Roseberry Topping Descent (12.85 km)

To the left of the stone path used for the ascent 

is a grass path preferred for the descent.  Follow 

this path down.



Roseberry Topping Descent (12.96 km)

The descent follows a path downwards, that 

eventually passes through some of the old shale 

tippings, before joining the path that ascends

Little Roseberry, shown above in the distance.



(13 km)



Top of Little Roseberry

Checkpoint 8 (13.50 km)

Ascend the steepest part of Little Roseberry, 

(Roseberry nose) and run along it’s short ridge 

NZ 586128 back towards Little Roseberry Gate.



Little Roseberry Gate (13.67 km)

Pass through the gate at Little Roseberry (NZ 

588127), and follow the path ahead that leads 

across Newton Moor. 



(14 km)



Hutton Moor Gate (14.70 km)

Pass round the wooden fence at Hutton Moor 

Gate (NZ 598130), and follow the path that 

leads across Hutton Moor. 



Black Nab (15.10 km)

The path merges with the track at Black Nab 

(NZ 602130).  Follow this downwards, heading 

towards Highcliffe in the distance.  



Gate by Highcliffe Farm (16 km) 

Pass through the gate (NZ 609132) by

Highcliffe Farm, and follow the slowly 

ascending path towards Highcliffe.  



Highcliff Gate (16.44 km) 

Pass through Highcliff gate (NZ 612136), and 

follow the right hand track slowly ascending 

towards Highcliff Nab.  



Ascent of Highcliff Nab (16.70 km)

Follow the path (NZ 610137) directly across to 

the wood by the side of Highcliff Nab, ignoring the 

descending track you cross and climb up the 

steep stone path to the top of Highcliff Nab.



Highcliff Nab 

Checkpoint 9 (16.80 km)

Follow the path (NZ 610137) along the edge of  

Highcliffe Nab, back into Highcliff Woods.



Stile (17 km)

Cross the stile (NZ 612138) and join the path

that leads down through Highcliff Woods.



Descending Path (17.60 km)

At the footpath sign, turn left and keep to the 

descending path.



Descending Path (17.80 km)

At the footpath sign (NZ 619141), turn left and 

then right to descend the same path used to

climb Spring Woods..



(18 km)



Fork in path (18.10 km)

Keep to the right hand track, leading through 

the woods to the path ahead.



Main path (18.20 km)

At NZ 620145, rejoin the main path ahead.



Fork in path (18.40 km)

Follow the left hand track as path forks to right 

at NZ 621147.



Gate (18.82 km)

Go through the gate at NZ 622148 and follow 

the track downhill towards Belmangate.



Gate (19 km)

Go through the gate at NZ 620150

Follow the track descending, towards 

Belmangate.



Belmangate (19.30 km)

Follow the road descending through 

Belmangate.  Cross the junction with Eglington

Avenue and pass under the railway bridge, then

turn left.



Finish 

12.3 miles/2200’ climb or 19.8 km/670m climb

The finish is at Guisborough Rugby Club.

Don’t forget to call your number out as you pass

the finishing line!


